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Sports	training	&	programs
for	school	groups



About us
• Trampoline park - over 500 square meters of connected

trampolines with a professional training foam pit

• Freestyle park - two jumps for skis or snowboards with a soft
landing to a big foam pit. 30 m long ski slope with various
obstacles

• Maxxtracks ski simulators - a unique technology that is
providing a perfect and endless ski slope

• Modern conference room – meetings, business events

• Cafeteria – ideal for refreshments after sports activity

More fotos and introductional video from our facility

We are a team of sports enthusiasts who decided to make their
dreams come true. We wanted to build a unique sport facility, that
would offer safe and year-round training ground for various winter
sports. Our plans naturally evolved, we incorporated to the facility
even more options than we have originally dreamed of. We are not a
place just for adrenaline junkies, Anyone who is seeking the joy that
comes from movement is welcome.

Our vision is to offer training area for all lovers of freestyle sports,
lovers of alpine skiing and snowboarding, or people who want to
improve their health by exercise and at last but not least everyone
that want to jump on trampolines for pure FUN. We want to bring a
new generation of athlets to the sport we love ourselves. With the
help of professional trainers and our facility, we are helping these
young athletes on the path to their dreams.

What	are	we	offering



Fresh	PE	classes

Recent	studies	carried	out	across	schools	in	Czech	Republic	unfortunately	reviled	some	alarming	facts:

•	20%	of	boys	in	the	age	11	to	15	have	an	overweight

•	75%	of	students	do	not	reach	the	recommended	60	minutes	of	physical	activity	a	day

•	30%	of	students	are	routinely	excused	from	physical	education	classes

We believe that students do not reject PE classes by principle, but maybe because it’s usual activities
are not enough attractive for them. Likewise, we are confident that Freestyle Kolbenka is a place that
can offer very attractive form of physical activity and motivate anyone to start exercising. We offer
specially designed programs for school groups that can be integrated directly into PE classes or used as
motivating offsite program.

Benefits	our	program:

• students	learn	the	basic	gymnastics	on	trampolines

• improve	their	coordination	

• effectively	stretch	and	train	concentration

• gain	strength,	flexibility,	endurance	and	aerobic	capacity

• strengthen	deep	postural	muscles	(CORE)

• increase	bone	density	

• have	a	huge	portion	of	fun



Indoor	ski	courses

Skiing and snowboarding are beautiful sports and meaningful leisure time activity. For lot of people they
become lifetime passion which counts also for us. This is the main reasons why we want to introduce it
to the next generation. We are aware that organizing a ski course in the mountains requires lot of time
and organization effort. Therefor as a solution we offer unique suburban skiing courses at our ski
simulators.

It’s a great way how to improve skiing or snowboarding skills under supervision of experienced
instructors without leaving the city. Our ski courses are tailored to your needs and expectations. For
example students can undergo several two-hour blocks during the year, or few comprehensive half-day
programs. We are using unique MaxxTracks simulators that are offering breath taking simulation of
riding a real snow. Skiers or snowboarders move on a special treadmill with trademark surface.
Inclination and speed can be adapted to individual abilities and level of riding. Our lessons are very
effective, because you are actually riding the whole time (no standing in a queue or sitting on a chairlift).

Our facility also offers a wide range of other additional sports, rooms for theoretical seminars and cozy
cafe. The time spend at Freestyle Kolbenka will be a pleasant break from the school year routine for
both, students and teachers.



Freestyle	Daycare

Keeping daycare fun and attractive all year round is a very difficult task, especially when the weather is
not on your side.

Therefore we have created a special Freestyle Daycare program. The daycare staff can come with their
group to our facility and give the afternoon a fresh content. We can offer our trained coaches as well as
an area suitable for school preparation. Children can jump on trampolines, train on the ski simulators,
and then use our modern conference room to do their homework.

We believe that we can help the daycare staff with their demanding job, and provide the kids great
time.

Jumping is something our little ones purely love from the bottom of their heart. We are just directing
this energy towards development of healthy movement patterns. During this stage of growing up,
children are also becoming more independent, learn to cooperate and socialize. That’s why we mainly
work with fun exercises within a group of peers.

We are aware that the most important thing during the early childhood is a versatile motoric
development (healthy posture and movement patterns, coordination, speed, action-reaction capability),
thus that we created a special program that playfully works with all these aspects.

Under the guidance of experienced instructors children will go through a series of games and simple
exercises, that all take place on our trampolines. Children will not only take home positive movement
patterns, but also a huge smile on their faces. We emphasize the fun element of our programs, so up on
a previous arrangement it’s possible to incorporate theme programs such as jumping with a mascot or
afternoon of superheroes.

Gummy	land	(kindergarten)



How	to	find	us

Autem
Look for address Kolbenova 898/11. We are based
in old warehous complex. The entrance to the
complex is marked with a sign FREESTYLE
KOLBENKA. After passing through the gate turn
immediately right and after about 100 meters you
will be in front of our facility. We have plenty of
parking space.

Public transport
Subway yellow line B station Kolbenova
Tram line # 16 / 54, station Kolbenova
Follow sings on the ground and walls
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